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 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Visit of His Highness Prince Amyn Mohammad Aga Khan to the Aga Khan Rural 

Support Programme (AKRSP). 
 
participants: 
 
- His Highness Prince Amyn Aga Khan 
- Mr. Khalid Mahmood Ahmad   Commissioner NAs 
- Members of the Tourism Promotion Services 
 
- Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan    General Manager 
- Mr. Hussain Wali Khan    Programme Senior Engineer 
- Mr. Tariq Husain     Programme Economist 
- Mr. Ali Dad     Programme Office Manager 
- Mr. Mutabiat Shah    Programme Accountant 
- Mr. Sultan Shahabuddin    Consu. Internal Auditor 
- Mr. Izhar Ali     Cons. Programme Officer 
- Mr. Zafar Ahmad    Cons. Project Economist 
- Mr. Mahmood Jumani    Cons. Food Technologist 
       ..... (Recorder) 
 
The GM welcome Prince Amyn and the members of the TPS to AKRSP and thanked Prince Amyn for finding 
time, despite his busy schedule to visit AkRSP. 
 
The GM said that the briefing would be very short and devoted to the developments that have taken place 
since Prince Amyn's last visit to AKRSP. 
 
The GM began by recalling the AKRSP package for development and then went on to elaborate on the 
development that had occurred as a result of the strategy followed by AKRSP. 
 
The GM justified the validity of the AKRSP strategy of concentrating on micro projects by pointing out that 
AKRSP had spent Rs. 9 million on the construction of 82 irrigation channels benefitting 10,000 households, 
compared to the Khaiber Hydel Scheme which will cost Rs. 25 million and benefit only 500 households. This 
shows that smaller projects identified and implemented by the people, have a much higher pay-off than the 
larger public sector projects. 
 
The GM maintained that given the responsibility and the resources, the people are quite capable of the 
implementation and maintenance of the project by themselves. The GM was hopeful that with the support of 
the MLA and the new Commissioner, the partnership between the government and the AKRSP in carrying our 
projects, will become stronger. 
 
Regarding the agricultural credit programme, the GM pointed out that since the arrival of AKRSP, 162 village 
organisations representing 13,000 households, had taken loans amounting to Rs.2.6 million. Prior to this not a 
single production load had been taken by or given to any villager due to the absence of any collateral on their 
part. But now with the formation of VOs and the accumulation of equity capital of Rs.2.7 million, amongst 
them, the villagers are in a position to take these loans. The loans are channelled through AKRSP which acts 
as an honest broker between the VOs and the banks. 
 
To a query from Prince Amyn on the conditions of the loan, the GM replied that it was government policy to 
give 6-9 months production loans on an interest free basis. The loans are repaid by the villagers once the 
proceeds from the agricultural produce had accrued. 
 
On extension training, the GM stated the AKRSP policy of training village specialists on animal husbandry and 
plant protection to work along side the AKRSP staff on the preventative measures in the villages. He pointed 
out that the response to this training had been very encouraging and that 236 village specialists representing 



135 VOs had already been trained. The encouraging feature of this the GM said, was that these specialists 
were being paid for their services by the villagers and hence they were able to replenish their supplies of 
medicines and equipment with this revenue. 
 
The GM emphasised the need for these village specialists by quoting an example of a villager where 300 yaks 
had died of foot and mouth diseases each costing approx. Rs.4,000. With early preventive action, these yaks 
could have been easily saved and the huge loss of income avoided. Finally, on the subject of marketing, the 
GM pointed out the exciting developments that had taken place this season. 
 
The GM informed the distinguished guest that for the first time in the history of the Northern Areas, fresh 
apricots had been transported to Rawalpindi market and that an overall profit had been made on the 
transactions. This had been made possible due to the training in selected villages received from experts on 
appropriate methods of picking, grading and transportation. The GM pointed out that government officials had 
been very cooperative and that they had helped in making this venture a success. 
 
Prince Amyn asked the GM whether there were any outstanding projects that AKRSP is engaged with at 
present? 
 
The GM replied that the PPI projects which were identified and implemented by the villagers, are at an 
interesting stage of development, for example, development of land reclaimed by the construction of irrigation 
channels. However, for the development of these lands a sizeable amount of capital needs to be allocated in 
the annual development plan. 
 
The GM stated that AKRSP was under great pressure from the government to extend the programme into 
Baltistan and that he had informed the Commissioner that AKRSP was willing to provide the technical back-up 
and the staff if the government funded the actual development. 
 
The GM said that there was a need for a revolving fund to finance further development and in this respect 
AKRSP had negotiated an interest free of Rs.5 million loan with the NDFC. He pointed out that the villagers 
could not afford high interest rates. 
 
Prince Amyn then asked about the processing and transportation of the produce that is marketed. 
 
The GM replied by saying that first we need to identify the markets for the produce and then think about 
processing. At present no initiatives from either the government or private entrepreneurs has been 
forthcoming He said that perhaps when the villagers have accumulated an equity capital of about Rs. 10 
million, they could start their own processing enterprise. 
 
Prince Amyn then enquired as to who was responsible for the transportation of the produce? 
 
The GM said that AKRSP was arranging loans to VOs for the purchase of tractors and trolleys, where there 
are no truckable roads such as in the Yasin valley, as the transportation of produce has to be arranged by the 
VO. He added that it was the aim of AKRSP that these VOs should become self-sufficient in this regard. 
 
Regarding the movie "Valleys in Transition", a question was asked by Me. Kheraj whether there was a plan on 
how the movie was to be used, and was it the sort of movie that would get on the national television? 
 
The GM said that the movie had been shown to all the donor agencies and interested organisations. A copy of 
the movie had been sent by His Highness to the President of Pakistan who had shown an interest in getting 
TV exposure for it, but todate nothing had happened. 
 
To a question whether a second movie, showing the development since the first movie was envisaged. The 
GM replied that Bob Shaw was looking into the possibility of this. 
 
Prince Amyn then thanked the GM for the interesting presentation and congratulated the staff on "this most 
interesting project". He said "I am glad to see it expand so fast that I hope it will expand into new areas both 
geographically and economically. It has unlimited possibilities as well as unlimited potential value to the 
region". To the General Manager, he expressed pleasure at the pledging of CIDA multi-year gant. The GM 
thanked the Prince and said that it had been an honour for the staff that His Highness Prince Amyn had so 
kindly spared the time to visit AKRSP. 


